CHAPTER    XVIII
BREAKING   THE   ICE
As Ostroumova would not, or could not, do anything to
secure my transport further North I had to organize it
myself. I succeeded after several days of anxious negotia-
tions with foreign captains in the port.
It was ten in the evening and the steamer Stesso, of New-
castle, was to lift anchor at 4 a.m. The Russians who pitied
and had tried to help me succeeded only in stiffening the
captain's resistance against the idea that he should take a
passenger on board.  Finally I persuaded him—defying the
guard who, at the point of a bayonet, tried to prevent me
from climbing up the gangway. The steward was prepared to
give me his cabin at the rate of a pound a day. Food was to
be extra—a preposterous arrangement, as you can get inclu-
sive cruising fares on excellent liners in the Mediterranean or
the South Seas at that rate.   But the steward knew how to
profit from his monopoly and I had to give in.   After all,
the Stesso was the only foreign ship which even did so much
as hold out the promise of unloading me somewhere in the
Arctic Ocean—either on to an ice-breaker or at the station
at Dickson Island.  All the others were going straight home
to England or to Scandinavia.   She alone was given a light
aeroplane to take to the ice-breaker Termak which was
operating in the western half of the Polar basin and which
apparently was badly in need of an aerial reconnaissance
machine of her own.   That was some guarantee that I
should get where I wanted sooner or later.
Before I could leave I had to get a written permission
from the local militia—the uniformed department of the
G.PJJ. or, as it is now called, the Department of the
Interior. I had only learned of the sailing plans of the Stesso
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